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Abstract. If the double-charm tetraquark meson T+cc(3875) is a loosely bound
molecule, it can be produced in high-energy proton-proton collisions by the cre-
ation of the charm mesons D∗+D0 at short distances followed by their binding
into T+cc. It can also be produced by the creation of D∗+D∗+ at short distances
followed by their rescattering into T+ccπ

+ through a charm-meson triangle loop.
A charm-meson triangle singularity produces a narrow peak in the T+ccπ

+ invari-
ant mass distribution 6.1 MeV above the threshold with a width of about 1 MeV.
The fraction of T+cc that are accompanied by π+ with E < mπ is estimated to be
roughly 3%. The fraction of T+cc events with T+ccπ

+ in the narrow peak from the
triangle singularity could be comparable.

1 Introduction

Since the discovery of X(3872) (also known as χc1(3872) ) by the Belle Collaboration in
2003 [1], dozens of exotic hadrons containing heavy quarks have been discovered [2, 3].
The patterns of these exotic heavy hadrons are not yet understood. They present a major
challenge to our understanding of QCD. The discovery of the first double-charm tetraquark
meson T+cc(3875) (or, more concisely, T+cc) by the LHCb Collaboration in 2021 [4] opened up
a new front for exotic hadrons.

Besides X(3872), the T+cc is the other known exotic heavy hadron to which the universality
of near-threshold S-wave resonances is applicable. The energy εT relative to the D∗+D0

threshold measured by the LHCb Collaboration assuming a Breit-Wigner line shape is −273±
63 keV [4]. The real part εT of the pole energy assuming a line shape that takes into account
the nearby D∗+D0 threshold is [5]

εT = −360 ± 40 keV. (1)

The analysis by the LHCb Collaboration suggests that its JP quantum numbers are 1+. This
implies that T+cc has an S-wave coupling to D∗+D0. Universality of near-threshold S-wave
resonance indicates the dominant component of the wavefunction of T+cc is a loosely bound
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D∗+D0 molecule. However, universality says nothing about the wavefunction at shorter dis-
tances. The wavefunction of T+cc at shorter distances has a small D∗0D+ component. It could
also have a compact tetraquark component (ccq̄q̄) or a component with q̄q̄ bound to a heavy
diquark (cc). Since its discovery, there have been numerous studies of the T+cc tetraquark. We
refer to Ref. [3] and references therein for other studies.

In this proceeding, we review the triangle singularity in the production of T+cc and a soft
pion based on Ref. [6]. A triangle singularity is a kinematic singularity that arises if three
virtual particles that form a triangle in a Feynman diagram can all be on their mass shells
simultaneously [7, 8]. It provides a possible way to reveal the nature of a hadron through its
production. The triangle singularity produces a double-log divergence in a reaction rate. For
the production of T+ccπ

+, the divergence is smoothed out into a narrow peak by the binding
energy of the molecule and by the decay widths of the charm mesons in the triangle. The
effects of triangle singularities on the production of exotic heavy mesons has been studied in
Refs. [9–11]. More applications can be found in Ref. [12].

2 T+cc(3875) as a loosely bound S-wave molecule

The extremely small energy of T+cc relative to the D∗+D0 threshold suggests that the T+cc must
be a loosely bound molecule dominated by the D∗+D0 component. The few-body physics of
charm mesons has universal aspects that are determined by their binding momentum γT =√

2µ|εT | or scattering length 1/γT [13], where µ is their reduced mass. Given the energy εT

of T+cc in Eq. (1), its binding momentum is γT = 26.4 ± 1.5 MeV. The mean separation of the
charm mesons is ⟨r⟩ = 1/(2γT ) = 3.7 ± 0.2 fm, which is almost an order of magnitude larger
than the radius of most hadrons.

2.1 Universal wavefunction

The normalized universal momentum-space wavefunction for the charm-meson molecule is

ψT (k) =
√

8πγT
/
(k2 + γ2

T ). (2)

The spatial wavefunction at the origin ψ(r= 0) =
∫

d3kψ(k)/(2π)3 is ultraviolet divergent: it
can be regularized by imposing a sharp momentum cutoff |k| < (π/2)Λ with Λ ≫ γT . The
resulting expression, up to corrections that go to 0 as Λ→ ∞, is

ψT (r=0) =
(
Λ − γT

) √
γT /2π. (3)

The ultraviolet cutoff Λ can be interpreted as the momentum scale beyond which ψT (k) de-
creases more rapidly than the prediction 1/k2 from the universal wavefunction in Eq. (2). An
order-of-magnitude estimate for the ultraviolet cutoff Λ is the pion mass mπ. The wavefunc-
tion at the origin can be used to take into account short-distance components of the bound
state that are not described explicitly.

2.2 Model wavefunction at shorter distances

A sharp ultraviolet cutoff on the momentum k for the universal wavefunction gives unphysical
results for some observables. A simple model wavefunction that gives the same momentum
dependence as the universal wavefunction ψT (k) at small k and a more physical qualitative
behavior at large k, or equivalently at short distances, is

ψ(Λ)
T (k) =

√
8π(Λ + γT )ΛγT /(Λ − γT )

[(
k2 + γ2

T

)−1
−
(
k2 + Λ2

)−1
]
. (4)
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This regularized wavefunction was first applied to X(3872) by Suzuki [14]. The spatial wave-
function at the origin is

ψ(Λ)
T (r=0) =

√
(Λ + γT )ΛγT /2π. (5)

2.3 Model wavefunction for coupled channel

The scattering threshold of D∗0D+ is higher than that of D∗+D0 by δ = +1.41 ± 0.03 MeV.
Hence, the T+cc would also have a D∗0D+ component with a smaller probability. We denote
this coupled channel simply by 0+. The binding energy and binding momentum of T+cc for the
D∗0D+ channel are δ + |εT | = 1.77 ± 0.05 MeV and γ0+ =

√
2µ(δ + |εT |) = 58.5 ± 0.8 MeV.

We will assume that at short distances, the T+cc is in the isospin-0 combination (D∗+D0 −

D∗0D+)/
√

2 of the two coupled channels. This is consistent with the observation by the
LHCb Collaboration [4, 5]. The two channels are related by isospin symmetry that is broken
by the energy difference δ. We assume the symmetry requires the wavefunctions in the two
channels to be equal at short distances: ψ(Λ)

0+ (r = 0) = ψ(Λ)
T (r = 0). Therefore, the regularized

wavefunction for the D∗0D+ channel is

ψ(Λ)
0+ (k) =

√
8π(Λ + γT )ΛγT /(Λ − γ0+)

[(
k2 + γ2

0+

)−1
−
(
k2 + Λ2

)−1
]
. (6)

Its corresponding relative probability is

Z0+ ≡

∫
d3k/(2π)3

∣∣∣ψ(Λ)
0+ (k)

∣∣∣2 = (Λ + γT )γT

(Λ + γ0+)γ0+
. (7)

This is less than 1 provided γT is smaller than γ0+.
We introduce a coupled-channel model defined by the regularized wavefunctions in

Eqs. (4) and (6), whose behavior is more physical at large momentum. In this model, the two
components of the coupled channel are described explicitly and all others are taken into ac-
count through the wavefunction at the origin. The total probability in the two channels can be
normalized to 1 by multiplying both ψ(Λ)

T (k) in Eq. (4) and ψ(Λ)
0+ (k) in Eq. (6) by 1/

√
1 + Z0+.

3 XEFT for the double-charm sector

An appropriate effective field theory that provides a systematically improvable treatment of
the near-threshold S-wave resonance was invented by Fleming et al. [15]. It was originally
used to describe D∗D̄, DD̄∗, DD̄π, or X(3872) with total energy near the D∗D̄ threshold. Thus,
it is generally called XEFT. It is a nonrelativistic effective field theory for charm mesons D(∗)

and D̄(∗) and pions π. A Galilean-invariant formulation of XEFT that exploits the approximate
conservation of mass in the transitions D∗ ↔ Dπ was introduced in Ref. [16] and further
developed in Ref. [17]. XEFT can equally well be applied to T+cc and its meson constituents.
It can describe D∗D, DDπ, and T+cc with total energy near the D∗D thresholds. It can also be
applied to D∗D∗, D∗Dπ, DDππ, and T+ccπ with total energy near the D∗D∗ thresholds [18].

In Sec. 2.3, we introduced the coupled-channel model for the loosely bound charm-meson
molecule T+cc. If an amplitude in XEFT for producing T+cc is in a form with a factor of the uni-
versal wavefunction ψT (k) in Eq. (2), then the corresponding amplitudes for the two coupled
channels can be obtained by making the substitutions

ψT (k) −→ ψ(Λ)
T (k)

/ √
1 + Z0+, ψ0+(k) −→ −ψ(Λ)

0+ (k)
/ √

1 + Z0+. (8)
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Figure 1. Feynman diagram in XEFT for D∗D∗ created at a point to
rescatter into T+ccπ. The π, D, D∗ and T+cc are represented by a dashed line,
a solid line, a double (solid+dashed) line, and a triple
(solid+dashed+solid) line, respectively.

4 Production of T+cc and a soft pion

4.1 Triangle-singularity peaks from D∗+D0 channel

4.1.1 Amplitude for T+ccπ
a

As a loosely bound molecule, T+cc can be produced by the rescattering of its charm-meson
constituents D∗+ and D0. It can also be produced together with a pion πa (a = +, 0) by the
rescattering of D∗+D∗a created at short distances. The corresponding Feynman diagram in
XEFT is shown in Fig. 1. The blob on the left side is the vertex factor iAi j

D∗+D∗a+y for creating
D∗+D∗a at a point while producing additional particles y with large momenta in the D∗+D∗a

center-of-momentum (CM) frame. The amplitude for producing T+ccπ
a is

AT+cc πa+y(q) = −Ga
π

√
γT A

i j
D∗+D∗a+yε

i∗q j Ta(q2, γ). (9)

where q is the relative momentum of T+ccπ
a in their CM frame, ε is the polarization vector

for T+cc and Ga
π is a constant that satisfies G+π/G

0
π =

√
2. The triangle amplitude Ta(q2, γ)

depends on the charge of the outgoing pion and its two arguments: q2 and the complex
binding momentum γ =

√
−2µ(εT + iΓ∗+/2), where Γ∗+ = 83 keV is the D∗+ total decay

width. It is convenient to express the triangle amplitude in terms of the total kinetic energy
E = q2/(2µπT ) of T+ccπ

a:

Ta(q2, γ) = Aa(q2, γ) log
√

M∗(E − Ea) +
√

(M∗m/MT )E + iγ
√

M∗(E − Ea) −
√

(M∗m/MT )E + iγ
+

1
M∗E

( √
M∗(E − Ea) − iγ

)
,

(10)
where we denote m, M, M∗ = M+m, and MT = M∗+M as the kinetic masses of πa, Da, D∗a,
and T+cc in Galilean-invariant XEFT, respectively. Their corresponding physical masses can
be denoted by adding an additional subscript a to distinguish among different isospin states.
The coefficient of the logarithmic term is denoted as Aa(q2, γ). The complex constant Ea is

Ea = M∗a−M0−ma − εT − i (Γ∗+ + Γ∗a)/2. (11)

In the limit Γ∗a → 0, Ea is real: Elim
+ = 5.9 MeV − εT and Elim

0 = 7.0 MeV − εT .
The triangle amplitude Ta(q2, γ2) has a square-root branch point at E = Ea from the

square-root terms in Eq. (10). It also has a logarithmic branch point at

E△a = M∗/(4µ2)
(√

2µEa − γ2 − i
√

m/MT γ
)2
, (12)

which can be determined by setting the denominator of the argument of the logarithmic term
to 0. This is the triangle singularity that happens when the three charm-meson lines that
form a triangle in Fig. 1 are all simultaneously on shell. The two charm mesons that connect
T+cc can both be on shell in the limit as the binding energy goes to 0. The other one in
the triangle can be brought on shell by tuning the momentum of the outgoing pion. In the
limits εT → 0 and Γ∗a → 0, the complex triangle-singularity energy E△a goes to a real
constant: E△a → (MT /2M)(M∗a − M0 − ma), whose limiting values are Elim

△+ = 6.1 MeV and
Elim
△0 = 7.3 MeV.
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4.1.2 Cross section for T+ccπ
a

The differential cross sections for T+ccπ
+ and T+ccπ

0 as functions of E are

dσ
dE

[T+ccπ
+] =

〈
AD+D0

(
AD+D0

)∗〉 (G+π )2γT

π2 (2µπT E)3/2
∣∣∣T+(2µπT E, γ)

∣∣∣2, (13a)

dσ
dE

[T+ccπ
0] =

〈
AD+D0

(
AD+D0

)∗〉3(G0
π)

2γT

4π2 (2µπT E)3/2
∣∣∣T0(2µπT E, γ)

∣∣∣2, (13b)

where we have expressed both cross sections in terms of the same short-distance factor
⟨AD+D0 (AD+D0 )∗⟩ that appears in the cross section for T+cc produced from the rescattering
of D∗+D0.

In the simultaneous limits εT → 0 and Γ∗a → 0, the differential cross section has a log2

divergence at Elim
△a caused by the triangle singularity (case (d) in Fig. 2). In the limit Γ∗a → 0,

dσ/dE develops a cusp at Elim
a . For |εT | = 360 keV (case (b) in Fig. 2), the cusp coincides

with the peak. For εT = 0 (case (d) in Fig. 2), the cusp at Elim
+ = 5.9 MeV is well separated

from the log2 divergence at 6.1 MeV from the triangle singularity.

��� ��� ��� ��� ���

� [���]

�
σ
/�
�
/σ
[�
��+
]

Figure 2. Differential cross sections
dσ[T+ccπ

+]/dE divided by σ[T+cc, no π] as
functions of the invariant kinetic energy E.
The four cases of (|εT |, Γ∗+) in order of
increasing height of the peak are (a)
(360 keV, 83 keV) (blue curve), (b)
(360 keV, 0) (purple curve), (c) (0, 83 keV)
(red curve), and (d) (0, 0) (black curve).
The vertical dotted line is at the limiting
triangle-singularity energy Elim

△+ . The scale
on the vertical axis is arbitrary.

At physical values of the decay widths Γ∗a, the differential cross sections dσ/dE for T+ccπ
+

and T+ccπ
0 are illustrated in Fig. 3 for three values of the T+cc binding energy: |εT | = 320, 360,

and 400 keV. The differential cross sections for T+ccπ
+ and T+ccπ

0 each has a narrow peak near
the limiting triangle-singularity energy Elim

△a . The full width at half maximum of the peak
is about 1 MeV. As |εT | decreases, the energy at the peak approaches the limiting triangle-
singularity energy Elim

△a . It decreases through that energy when |εT | decreases below about
0.1 MeV. The shape of dσ/dE near the peak is determined by the interplay between the
logarithmic singularity and the square-root singularity in the triangle amplitude.

4.2 Coupled-channel model

4.2.1 Cross sections

The cross sections in Eqs. (13) increase asymptotically as E1/2 at large E. This unphysical
behavior is an artifact of using the universal approximation for T+cc beyond its range of appli-
cability. The coupled-channel model introduced in Section 2.3 is a simple model with univer-
sal behavior at long distances and a more physical qualitative behavior at short distances. The
model gives predictions for the production of not only T+ccπ

+ and T+ccπ
0, but T+ccπ

− as well.
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Figure 3. Differential cross sections
dσ/dE from Eqs. (13) as functions of the
invariant kinetic energy E for T+ccπ

+ (left
blue curves) and for T+ccπ

0 (right red
curves). The binding energies of T+cc are
320, 360, and 400 keV in order of
increasing energy at the peak. The vertical
dotted lines are at the limiting
triangle-singularity energies Elim

△a . The
scale on the vertical axis is arbitrary.

The differential cross sections for T+ccπ
+, T+ccπ

0, and T+ccπ
− in the coupled-channel model as

functions of the invariant kinetic energy E are

dσ
dE

[T+ccπ
+] =

〈
AD+D0 (AD+D0 )∗

〉 (G+π )2γT

π2 (2µπT E)3/2
∣∣∣T (Λ)
+ (2µπT E, γ)

∣∣∣2, (14a)

dσ
dE

[T+ccπ
0] =

〈
AD+D0 (AD+D0 )∗

〉3(G0
π)

2γT

4π2 (2µπT E)3/2

×

(∣∣∣T (Λ)
0 (2µπT E, γ)

∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣T ′(Λ)
0 (2µπT E, γ0+)

∣∣∣2) , (14b)

dσ
dE

[T+ccπ
−] =

〈
AD+D0 (AD+D0 )∗

〉 (G+π )2γT

π2 (2µπT E)3/2
∣∣∣T ′(Λ)
− (2µπT E, γ0+)

∣∣∣2. (14c)

The regularized triangle amplitudes T (Λ)
a and T ′(Λ)

a′ with a′ = {0,−} are deduced by using
the substitutions in Eq. (8). The differential cross sections dσ/dE are shown in Fig. 4. The
triangle-singularity peaks for T+ccπ

+ and T+ccπ
0 in the coupled-channel model have essentially

the same shape as those with the universal triangle amplitudes. There is no triangle singularity
in the production of T+ccπ

−, because the mass of D∗0 is 2.4 MeV below the threshold for the
decay into D+π−. This prevents the D∗0 and D+ lines in the triangle diagram from being
simultaneously on shell. The height of the peak for T+ccπ

+ in the coupled-channel model is
smaller by the multiplicative factor 1/(1 + Z0+). The height of the peak for T+ccπ

0 in the
coupled-channel model is approximately equal to that with the universal triangle amplitude.
This is the result of a fortuitous compensation between the multiplicative factor 1/(1 + Z0+)
and the additional contribution from the D∗0D+ component of T+cc.

At energies above the peaks, there is a significant decrease in all three cross sections as
Λ decreases. The dependence on Λ demonstrates that the cross sections above the triangle-
singularity peaks are model dependent.

4.2.2 High energy limits

The differential cross sections for T+ccπ
+, T+ccπ

0, and T+ccπ
− in Eqs. (14) all decrease asymp-

totically as E−1/2 at large E. The cross sections integrated up to an energy Emax much larger
than the limiting triangle-singularity energies can be expressed as

σ
[
T+cc π

+] ≈ (
3.2
√

Emax/mπ − 0.0+1.8
−1.3

)
× 10−2 σ(Λ)[T+cc, no π

]
, (15a)

σ
[
T+cc π

0] ≈ (
2.4
√

Emax/mπ − 0.0+1.3
−1.0

)
× 10−2 σ(Λ)[T+cc, no π

]
, (15b)

σ
[
T+cc π

−] ≈ (
3.2
√

Emax/mπ − 1.3+0.3
−0.5

)
× 10−2 σ(Λ)[T+cc, no π

]
. (15c)
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Figure 4. dσ/dE for T+ccπ
+ (left blue

curves), T+ccπ
0 (right red curves), and T+ccπ

−

(lower black curves). The binding energy
of T+cc is |εT | = 360 keV. The thicker curves
for T+ccπ

+ and T+ccπ
0 were calculated using

Eqs. (13). The thinner curves are for the
coupled-channel model with Λ/mπ = 1/2,
1, and 2 in order of increasing cross
sections at small E and at large E.

The coefficients of
√

Emax/mπ were determined from the asymptotic behaviors of dσ/dE.
The numerical coefficients with error bars were deduced by fitting the subleading behavior at
large Emax with Λ = 20±1mπ.

In experimental measurements of dσ/dE for T+ccπ
+, subtracting dσ/dE for T+ccπ

− would
also remove the background from random pions from the pp collision that have nothing to do
with the creation of charm mesons. The difference between the cross sections in the coupled-
channel model in Eqs. (14a) and (14c) is shown as a function of E in Fig. 5. The difference
between their integrated cross sections is independent of Emax:

σ
[
T+cc π

+] − σ[T+cc π
−] ≈ (1.3+1.5

−0.8

)
× 10−2 σ(Λ)[T+cc, no π

]
. (16)

We can use this difference as an estimated contribution for T+cc π
+ from the triangle-singularity

peak, because it is dominated by the peak.

� � � � �� �� ��

� [���]

�σ
/�
�

Figure 5. Difference between the
differential cross sections dσ/dE for T+ccπ

+

and T+ccπ
− in the coupled-channel model as

functions of the invariant kinetic energy E.
The binding energy of T+cc is
|εT | = 360 keV. The curves were calculated
using Eqs. (14a) and (14c) with
Λ/mπ = 1/2, 1, and 2 in order of increasing
cross sections at small E and at large E.

4.3 LHCb data

The inclusive cross section for T+cc is the sum of the cross section σ(Λ)[T+cc, no π] for T+cc
without any pion and the cross sections σ[T+ccπ

±] and σ[T+ccπ
0]. At a hadron collider, it is

much easier to detect a charged pion than a neutral pion. The fractions of events having
T+ccπ

+ and T+ccπ
− with invariant kinetic energy less than mπ are estimated to be (3.0+1.5

−1.2)% and
(1.8+0.2

−0.4)%, respectively. The fraction of events from the triangle-singularity peak for T+ccπ
+

can be estimated using the result in Eq. (16): (1.2+1.3
−0.7)%. The LHCb has observed 117 ± 16
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T+cc events [4, 5]. Our estimate suggests that a few of the T+cc events observed by the LHCb
Collaboration could have a π+ in the peak from the triangle singularity. While the number
of these events is small, they all have invariant kinetic energy E of T+ccπ

+ within 1 MeV
of 6.1 MeV. The creation of charm mesons at short distances should produce essentially no
T+ccπ

− events in that region of E. The production of T+ccπ
− can therefore be used to measure

the background from T+ccπ
+ events with a random π+ from the pp collision.

5 Summary
In summary, the charm-meson triangle singularity produces narrow peaks in the production
of T+cc and a soft pion. The narrow peak is near 6.1 MeV for T+ccπ

+ and 7.3 MeV for T+ccπ
0.

We also introduced a coupled-channel model for the D∗+D0 and D∗0D+ components of T+cc
with isospin symmetry at short distances. The differential cross section dσ/dE for producing
T+ccπ

+ is predicted to decrease as E−1/2 at large energy. This behavior provides a way of
discriminating between a loosely bound charm-meson molecule and a compact tetraquark.

Our estimate of the cross section for T+ccπ
+ from the triangle-singularity peak is large

enough to encourage the effort to observe the peak at the LHC. The observation of such a
peak would provide strong support for the identification of T+cc as a loosely bound charm-
meson molecule.
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